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A NOTE FROM THE EDITOR
First of all, a blessed equinox to you all. The flowers are coming into bloom, the days are
finally longer than the nights, and the green is coming back into the world. It is a good time
to be alive.
‘Home’ is an extremely personal concept, and the contributors for this issue have all
communicated their ideas and feelings around it so beautifully. I’ve been so excited to share
their work with you all! I want to give a brief shout-out to two of our contributors whose
work I accepted, but unfortunately slightly too late, and whose work is either published or
upcoming by other places. They are Joyce Liu, whose heartful piece ‘If We Were Ghosts’ can
be found in All Guts No Glory (https://www.allgutsnoglory.com/joyce-liu) and Rekha
Valliappan, whose piece is forthcoming (@silicasun on twitter).
On a more personal note, I want to thank you all for your patience with me over the last few
months. I am aware I’ve been less than punctual with responses, and not active at all on the
twitter account. A variety of sudden upheavals in my personal life have made it hard to find
the energy to engage, but please know that you were not forgotten.
Behind the scenes, I’ve been ‘revamping’ our submissions. Due to some issues with outlook,
I have moved the magazine email – it will be at inkdrinkerspoetry@gmail.com from now on.
When the next submissions period opens, it will also be done by a submission form which
will be linked on the website, to make submission easier on both ends. I’ve been very excited
about this, as it means a smoother process for everyone involved!
The submissions period itself has been extended for each window, too, by a month, and I’ve
taken the decision to alternate between themes decided by the public (for the equinox issues)
and themes that I decide (the solstice issues). There will be an ‘idea box’ for submission
themes on the website, and on the release of each solstice issue there will also be a poll for
the coming equinox issue, so do keep an eye out!
This feels, too, like an appropriate space in which to announce the theme for the upcoming
Summer Solstice issue of Ink Drinkers, which is… Siren. From the haunting song of these
sea-monsters to the fear invoked by a tornado warning (or the absolute terror that is
Sirenhead), to the police cars blaring past that keep you up at night, I want to read your
poems about sirens. This was a reader-submitted suggestion for a theme that didn’t win the
poll last time, but I was so enamoured by the idea of it that I wanted to keep it for this coming
issue.
With all that said, enjoy the poems!
CTM
x

CONTRIBUTORS IN ORDER OF APPEARANCE
HELEN BOWIE – IMPOUNDED
Helen Bowie (she/her) is a writer, performer and charity worker based in London. Recent
work has featured in Dwelling Literary, Dust Poetry and Liminal Transit Review, among
others. Helen has one cat and several bafflingly strong opinions on extremely trivial matters,
which she tweets about as @helensulis.
MICHAEL IGOE – TOIL OF THE AL-HAMBRA
Michael Igoe, neurodiverse, city boy, Chicago now Boston. Numerous works appear in
journals online and in print. Recent: musicalprimate.com, anserjournal.org,
bookofmatcheslitmag.com. Print anthologies: Avalanches In Poetry @ amazon.com Poets Of
2020(coming soon). National Library Of Poetry Editors Choice Award 1997, Feather Pen
Award Poem Of 2020. Urban Realism/Surrealism. Twitter: MichaelIgoe5. I like the Night.
(He- him- his).
ANISHA KAUL – NO POSTCARDS FOR ME
Anisha Kaul (she/her) is a poet with Masters in English Literature, presently living in New
Delhi, India. Her work is forthcoming or has appeared in Southchild Lit, Splintered Disorder
Press, Dwelling Literary, From the Farther Trees, Briefly Zine, The Indian Feminist Review,
Ink Drinkers Poetry, Fahmidan Journal, Glitchwords, Kingz Daily, The Minison
Project, Beir Bua Journal, Small Leaf Press, Analogies & Allegories Literary Magazine,
and Visual Verse, among others. She also loves to write about herself in third person. You
can reach out to her on twitter @anishakaul9.
KOMAL KESHRAN – A HOME IN HUMAN FORM
Komal Keshran is a young artist from Malaysia. Their work has appeared in APIARY
Magazine, The Write Launch and Apeiron Review among others. They are also the creator
and editor of Orange Blush Zine. Read their work online at
malandthemoon.tumblr.com/poetry, and find them on Instagram at @komalkeshran, or
twitter at @malandthemoon.
D S MAOLALAÍ – MUSHROOMS
D S is a graduate of English Literature from Trinity College in Dublin and recently returned
there after four years abroad in the UK and Canada. They have been writing poetry and short
fiction for the past five or six years with some success. My writing has appeared in such
publications as 4'33', Strange Bounce and Bong is Bard, Down in the Dirt Magazine, Out of
Ours, The Eunoia Review, Kerouac's Dog, More Said Than Done, Star Tips, Myths
Magazine, Ariadne's Thread, The Belleville Park Pages, Killing the Angel and Unrorean
Broadsheet, by whom they were twice nominated for the Pushcart Prize. They have also had
my work published in two collections; 'Love is Breaking Plates in the Garden' and 'Sad
Havoc Among the Birds'.

DEBORAH SIBBALD – INTERMISSION
Deborah (she/her) lives, works, and writes in London. Some of her work has appeared in
print and online including at Ink, Sweat and Tears, Irisi and The Alchemy Spoon.
KATHRYN DE LEON – AIRPLANE
Kathryn de Leon is from Los Angeles, California but has been living in England for eleven
years. She is a teacher and lived in Japan for six years teaching English to Japanese university
students. Her poems have appeared in several magazines in the US including Calliope,
Aaduna, and Black Fox, in Ofi Press (Mexico),and in several magazines in the UK
including London Grip, The Blue Nib, Trouvaille Review, Snakeskin, New Critique, and The
High Window where she was the Featured American Poet.
JANE AYRES – VACANT POSSESSION
Based in the UK, Jane Ayres re-discovered poetry studying for a part-time MA in Creative
Writing at the University of Kent, which she completed in 2019 at the age of 57. She enjoys
Open Mic events, is fascinated by hybrid poetry/prose experimental forms and has work
published or accepted in Confluence, Postscript, Dissonance, The Agonist, Lighthouse,
Viscaria, The Sock Drawer, Streetcake, The North, The Poetry Village, Scrittura, Door is a
Jar, Marble, Agapanthus, Confingo and The Forge.
JARROD C. LACY – THE TENSES: DINING ROOM MONTAGE
Lover of practically any form of Breakout-style game and a frequent taster of strawberry ice
cream, Jarrod Lacy (he/him/his) is an appreciative late bloomer & Gen-Xer from the
Tennessee Valley. Self-described as a simple explanatory poet, he was inspired by his 11th
grade English teacher to further his poetic explorations during a recitation of a Christmas
poem in class, and he has been sprouting writs ever since. Currently, he is writing at least one
poem a day and he can be found on Instagram via @brownbardbronze.
JUDYMAY MURPHY – HOME
Judymay Murphy is an internationally renowned motivational speaker, an accomplished
broadcaster and performance poet. She has been involved in the world of motivational
speaking for over 20 years and has trained some of the world’s most successful performers.
An outstanding and popular broadcaster in her own right, she has appeared on a range of tv
and radio shows in the US, Ireland and the UK including regular slots on many BBC
London programmes and on her own successful weekly show – Judymay is Listening - on
Women’s Radio Station.
SAMANTHA MARTIN – INTO BEING
samantha martin (she/her) is an emerging queer poet from michigan. her poems and other
writings meditate on feelings, fleeting thoughts, sensations, and subterranean realities. her
work can be found in Flora Fiction Literary Magazine. a professional editor, she lives in
jakarta, indonesia, with her partner and two brazen cats.
She blogs on Wordpress at @digitalisinsitu and tweets at @dirtstringdoor.

A J WILSON – HOME
She lives in North Wales, and has done so for the majority of her life, she was born in
Denbigh, attended High school in Holywell and studied English at Aberystwyth University.
Her career has taken many turns over the decades, from accountant to nurse and lastly social
work. Recently retired, she has revived her joy of writing, in particular poetry, it would seem
life has come full circle.

HELEN BOWIE
IMPOUNDED
Of all of the attractions of the Royal Borough, the landmarks, and film sets / my favourite was the
police car pound / which I would pass by at 15 / I would walk home from drama club / and in the
soft twilight, the early evening, just before the pound shut, I would entertain myself / with the men
who would stop me on Eastcombe Avenue, asking where to find the Met Police Car Pound / and
after getting directions, asking ‘what you saying gorgeous’ or ‘where you going now babe’ / and I
would tell myself their propositions in the dark did not scare me / and I would tell them, with a wry
smile, that I was 15, and I would enjoy the power play of these men realising / that they were hitting
on a child, and that they could not fuck me in the back seat, because I was not legal, and their cars
were still impounded / and I did not want to / and then I would smile sweetly and say, in case they
missed it the first time, or had forgotten in the passing moments/ ‘just take the next right and keep
going past the chippy’ / and I would take the next left, home / safe.

MICHAEL IGOE
Toil Of The Al-Hambara
A boiler room downstairs,
crammed with iron anvils.
Well weathered faces,
register their losses,
enroute to a woman
sure to be in cahoots
with former landlords.
A town much like mine,
the lush park expanses,
those neon pizza signs.
Here you find me
each time I've lied.
One can never know
when the truth's told,
to someone confined.
It's on its course forever,
from the base of the spine.
Making its gesture,
to when fame died.
As time is a world,
the world can see,
seems I like things
when cut and dried.

ANISHA KAUL
NO POSTCARDS FOR ME

Never had one of those fancy mailboxes
Waiting outside our residence at Delhi

For none awaited a long lost conversation
We had lost more to care for words

Names and faces falling into oblivion
A string of fading image and fleeting memories

To shrink home in the post is purely absurd
Ink on paper can neither blossom saffron nor snow

Home is where home was, I’m there where I once was not
The dried stains on the Jhelum bank will welcome me on return

Rivers of eternal tears will resurface soon enough
Each of these drops into my soul I’ll pour and
Walk away towards the unvisited home.

KOMAL KESHRAN
a home in human form
between you and me and the terribly painted kitchen cabinets, I realise we’ve built something
beautiful without realising it.
there is something stunning about running up a slope and not realising it was a hill until
you’re at the top.
I realise without you, your eggs, and this dining table, I would be someone completely
different. I realise knowing you all my life has made things a little less scary.
I believe in running and not looking back – but it’s nice to have a constant.
(it’s nice to go against what you believe in for someone you love, sometimes.
only sometimes. harmlessly. times like these.)
knowing you’ll always be here. knowing your eggs will always taste the same. knowing your
taste in home décor likely will not improve.
everything about us right now feels the exact same way it did in 2004. (that’s a good thing)
I’m picking up paint samples on the way home, and you’re not invited.

D S MAOLALAÍ
Mushrooms
through our curtains
in the morning, the sun pokes
like the top of a mushroom,
raising its head
from the ground.
I wake and get up
far earlier than she does –
take a shower
in my sleep
and make coffee
while she puts on
her housecoat
and brings the dog
to piss. we have there
our routine
as it's laid out for us –
it's not terrible;
just a way
for our lives
to show.
like mushrooms
in a football field
rising on the sideline.
life – soft white
and warm
wet green.

DEBORAH SIBBALD
intermission
self- portrait

trimming the interior darkness like a sail

study of a seated woman

vintage silver locket

sun in an empty room
the belle rose
the authority of woodlands

the remoteness of stars

a blueprint of clouds

gratitude for low problems and song listed winters

early Sunday morning
creeping balconies
rose and wisteria pastels

abandoned nests of days

shirts hung to dry

girl at sewing machine
glistening nightshade whirl-girl opera spirited horses
psychiatrists for conjurers and acrobats studies of the iron hearts of clowns spidery luck
city sunlight
bitter oranges
cropped landscapes
august in the city
waterproof eyes

refrigerators filled with fur

the lather of coats

theatre driftwood

filmy glass of bird song
serrated edges of pipistrelles

rooms for tourists
the invented precision of luggage opening of traditional combination
locks clove and rosemary
pomander resin of crushed old photographs
playing cards
keys
worry beads
cotton hearts
summer evening

the sleep of museums

study of a standing woman
model sitting

violet linen

shrouded trees

stepping from her roll on roll off light house dress

the taxidermist underworld

experimental plumage

reclining nude a haunted house paper stripped off in patches
strangely faded
scratched and splintered moon
lacy patterns of light staining everything
the room is bare
again
stairways forests of scaffold tint and tilt the architecture of piers
night windows grey cannisters
rocky shore

tinted experimental film

crumpled bedsheets

worried wrinkled sea

conference at night
complex information tearing
running hummingbird speech
couple drinking
intermission

the benefit of foxes every colour

the silence between songs unspooling
quiet night roses sing

the value of shutter speed

between dirty walls and love

KATHRYN DE LEON
AIRPLANE

I.
My sister called it her
“lonely airplane,”
a tiny plane lazily droning
over our childhood home.
She remembers
lying small in bed,
put down for an afternoon nap.
Sleepless,
the plane serenaded her
with its single mournful note
pulled across the sky,
a slow, sad solo just for her.
II.
My sister was listening
to childhood
passing slowly over her
like a healing hand
as she lay waiting for sleep
more than sixty years ago.
She heard the plane’s
deepening drone
as it moved
further and further away
growing quieter
and sadder
like the voice of loss
or something helpless
and fragile falling
until it was gone
leaving behind nothing
but empty blue
above the house
and the final dolour
of silent sleep.

JANE AYRES
Vacant possession
The lights are out.
No-one home to take your call
right now, while sleek tabby-cat stares
hungrily at his two-day-empty bowl, licks
side scrapings, dried hard, sniffs
the sticky, pungent pedal bin.
The faithful sugar-coated Citroen
rests in peace on the drive, snow
lightly dusting an untrodden path.
The moon is a sliver, a silver blade
silently spearing the bathroom window
to reveal the shape of her, floor-sprawled,
stone-cold, waiting to be found.
Eyes open. But the lights are out.

JARROD C. LACY
The Tenses: Dining Room Montage
01.
Gold from a tear-like bulb melted and pooled
like a stream frozen warmly and matted as
light lent an ambiance, the dimmest light
settled as a moderately pulchritudinous
figure and feminine where the smooth
baby-as-built vase, too powder blue, at
the center of the curvy-edged table
circled, is an empress, and her jetstream
hair mocks pampas grass so stubborn
and sprayed a faded shade of her body.
02.
The mantel is a faux fireplace edge
pretending to be a home for a line
up of mostly dust collectors, all
nearly glass.
The wall that catches a plethoric
of false gold mash lit up is their
background east; at the lower right
gives in to the shadow leading to three
two-feet speakers crowned with weaved
baskets full of plastic flowers realistically
tasked.
Those perpetual, well-behaved children
are their just forms of grouped gods
overseeing their loving portion.
03.
Between two worn and bent-by-heat
portraits of who is supposedly Jesus - neither
one of them has kinky hair - is an indoor
stack attachment whose protrusion is a long
continual launch as a standing blister six feet
and balmy.
What looks like what should have
been the first in-home heater is a strong
and proudly unchanging family member
that is always the shortest.
The long-term flames from this stomp

piece of metal creates a crystal life from
whatever is in their proximity reflected,
particularly grandma's series of immaculate
knobby glasses in her passed-on curio cabinet,
but the son of men behind the confines of
light waving is an irony played by direction
refuses them the best illuming decorum.
To say, that it is imminent that the two faces
far from known descriptions isn't a trust worth
viewing

JUDYMAY MURPHY
Home
I live in the house next door to myself –
Such a head-sore, exhausting way to be,
With occasional dutiful trips back from there
To check that the mould of the mind doesn’t creep,
That the floors aren’t contorting to ceilings,
That old jumble is reasonably stored.
Living in the house next door to yourself
Finds you baking for praise, playing almost your tunes,
Spinning out proof that you own the parade
For the transients who traipse through your rooms
To get a button or a smile sewn on,
Having heard that you give yourself for free.
Sometimes when you sit in your house next door
A latent heat comes pleading through the wall,
Ignored by you till it grows by degrees
Unbearable, too much for your design.
Only then do you rush back to see
Whether or not you have simply
Burned to the ground.

SAMANTHA MARTIN
into being
last night i found myself
again
swimming through dirt.
the sun not reaching my skin
not warming me
soft air just barely slipping past
the stones and bones and worms,
not enough to redeem me,
a struggling thing.
still life all around me,
and still i find myself
again
swimming through dirt.
blue sky, darkened sky,
white skies so mirror-like
they blind.
the dancing skies pass time, it’s certain,
and i'm the only one who feels the dirt.
better, then, perhaps, to breathe it in
choke on it,
better, perhaps, to turn me into earth,
sink my teeth in,
perhaps, then, into being.
better to wait in darkness for the rain,
to turn into not entirely me,
to just be a motionless thing
waiting to grow big, to grow
towards the sun,
towards home.
perhaps better, then.

A J WILSON
Home
Over mountains, across valleys and streams
Fields bounded by hedges with wildlife supreme
Carpets rest strewn with sweet daisy dot grass
A sight to cherish with nothing to surpass
These undulating lands are a feast for the eye
While above strolls deep, the vast starry sky
Its a land filled with rich shadow and light
A Celtic ancestry and an ancient birthright
Its lyrical language and poetry unveils
That my love for my home, rests right here in Wales.

